Virtual Reality
Immersive Experience

A Worthwhile Investment

A Narrative experience

Interesting throughput

Tried by more than 1,000 people with near perfect rave reviews

Horos is a unique narrative VR
experience that encapsulates
many of the qualities people have
come to love from escape rooms

Up to 48 people per day in
multiplayer for optimal throughput

IMMERSIVE ENTERTAINMENT

The Story
Horos is a virtual reality experience that blurs the
line between virtual and reality. Dive into the world
of Horos to travel through space and time. Join
your guide Seni and live a breathtaking adventure,
but be careful of the entities that could lead you to
the virtual realm abyss.
CLICK HERE TO WATCH TRAILER

GET IN TOUCH

AWANE JONES
Founder & CEO
awane@thephenomena.co

Free-roam narrative

CREATED BY GREAT MINDS

PREMIUM EXPERIENCES

How it works

Awards

Horos is a 12’ x 12’ location based immersive experience. The
physical environment is synchronized with the virtual objects to
enhanced your haptic sensation of Horos universes. Put on the
virtual reality headset, grab the controller and embark on a 20
minute exploration.

Festival du nouveau cinéma
FNC Explore Virtual Reality Experience Award

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS
GO ON A MIND BLOWING ADVENTURE

A physical and sensorial
experience
As an adventurer you will be able to move around and interact
naturally with the virtual world that surround you. Interact with
the physical environment as you explore Horos universe.

Technology
Virtual Reality headset:
HTC Vive / HTC Vive pro
Supported controllers:
HTC Vive Controllers
Minimum configuration required:
Intel I5-6600K / Nvidia GTX 1070

PLAY WITH FRIENDS

1 to 2 players adventure
Travel through the Horos environments alone and live a
personal experience or embark with a teammate to share this
unique trip. Only 1 operator needed.
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THE PERFECT SCENOGRAPHY

Dimension
Minimum space required for installation:
12x12 feet

